Initiations 8.0:
Baylor Religion Graduate Students’ Professional Contributions (Summer 2013-Spring 2014)

Publications:¹


¹ Published or accepted for publication between May 2013 and April 2014.


“We Will All Be Changed’: Materiality, Resurrection, and Reaping Spiritual Bodies in Origen’s Peri Archon,” American Theological Inquiry – forthcoming.


* * * * * * *

**Presentations:**


__________, “From Shittim to Gilgal: An Analysis of Intertextuality in Micah 6 and the Implication for its Literary Composition,” *SBL*.


__________, “From Finger Impressions to the Imlk Seal Impression: An Evidence of Ancient Israelity Scribal Presence from an Archaeological Perspective,” *SWCRS*.


---

In the following list, *AAR* refers to the American Academy of Religion Annual Meeting held in Baltimore, MD, November 23-26, 2013; *NABPR* refers to The National Association of Baptist Professors of Religion Annual Meeting at Baylor University, Waco, TX, May 20-23, 2013; *SBL* refers to the Society of Biblical Literature Annual Meeting held in Baltimore, MD, November 23-26, 2013; and *SWCRS* refers to the Southwest Commission on Religious Studies meeting that was held in Irving, Texas, March 7-9, 2014.
“Redactional Intentions of Jeremiah MT Concerning the Oracles Against the Nations,” *SWCRS*.

Theological Reflection on The Oracles of the Nations,” *NABPR*.


“Redeemed and Fallen Cultures as Mediators of Natural Impulses in the Ethics of James McClendon, Jr.: Church and World as Bridges to Potential Sinlessness or Sin,” *SWCRS*.


“More than Just War: An Anabaptist Pacifist Engagement with Aquinas on War and Charity,” *SWCRS*.


Crawford, Mathew. “Twice Two is Five: Rowan Williams, Dostoyevsky, and the Truth of the Underground Man,” *SWCRS*.

Duncan, John. “‘All the People Were Beating Their Breasts’: Post-Crucifixion Mourning in the Gospel of Peter and the Gospel of Luke and the Question of Anti-Judaism,” *SWCRS*.


Hoover, Jesse. “A Love Wrapped in Razor Wire: Kierkegaard and O’Connor on Love’s Self-Sacrifice,” *SWCRS*.


King, Justin. “Narrative Christology in the Infancy Gospel of Thomas (Gs): The Stability of Jesus and the Progressive Development of His Audience,” *SBL*.


__________. Round Table Presenter in Discussion on Betsy Flowers “Into the Pulpit,” *SWCRS*.


Moon, Sung Ho. “The Oak at Shechem Remembers: Intertextual Reading of Jotham’s Fable,” *SBL*.

__________. “Revising the Tradition: Intertextual Study of the Endogamous Tradition,” *NABPR*.


\textbf{Moudry, Susan.} “Providence with a Purpose: The ‘Full Flower’ of Civil Religion in the Rhetoric of Bishop Matthew Simpson,” \textit{AAR}.


\textbf{Richmann, Christopher.} “APXH TOY EYAI TEALYOY: New Creation in Mark’s Prologue,” \textit{SWCRS}.

\textbf{Richmann, Christopher.} “‘I Believed, and Therefore I Spoke’: 2 Corinthians 4:13 and Prosopopoetics,” \textit{NABPR}.

\textbf{Richmann, Christopher.} “Reflections on the Future of Baptist Higher Education in Honor of Donald D. Schmeltekopf on the Occasion of his Retirement,” \textit{The Retirement Reception for Dr. Donald D. Schmeltekopf}, Baylor University, Waco, TX, April 3, 2014.


_________. “Theology as Legal Rhetoric: Judicial Reasoning in Ambrose of Milan’s De Spiritu Sancto,” Classical Association of Middle West and South 110th Annual Meeting, Waco, TX, April 2014.

Siegis, Anna. “Micah 1: A City Lament for the Exiled Community,” SBL.


_________. “Reinhold Niebuhr and the Old Testament,” SWCRS.


_________. “Toward Communal Virtue: How the Practices of the Church Shape Christian Ethics – A Case Study in Corinth. SWCRS.

Verse, Nicholas R. “A Deconstructive Reading of Obadiah,” NABPR.

_________. “Glimpsing the Manifestation of the Eternal Divine Love: Psalm 136,” ‘Love that Moves the Sun and Other Stars’: Exploring the Virtues in Literature, Southwest Regional Conference on Christianity and Literature, Houston, TX, September 21, 2013.


_________. “Spatial Semiotics: The Inherent Paradox of the Tabernacle,” SBL.

_________. “Tempering the Goddess at Deir ‘Alla: The Syntax of Imperatives and Limitations,” Central Texas Colloquium on Religion Research Conference, Austin, TX, February 8, 2014.

_________. “Where Did She Come From? The Quest for YHWH’s Wife in Hosea 2, SWCRS.

Whitenton, Michael. “Saving Mark’s Ending: Audience Address, Testimony, and the Silence of Women in Mark 16.6-8,” SBL.